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While outcome of psychiatric rehabilitation has been successfully predicted by cognitive tests, efforts to design a measure to assess responsiveness to rehabilitation have been lacking. In this report, we describe the rationale for and development of a face-valid measure of responsiveness to the three core components of skills training: responsiveness to verbal instruction, ability to learn from viewing the behavior of a model, and ability to demonstrate skills observed during a subsequent role-play. Seven alternate forms of the new measure, called the Micro-Module Learning Test (MMLT), demonstrated adequate internal consistency and alternate-form reliability. We also present results from four studies in which the MMLT was used to collect normative data as well as data on relationships with symptoms, cognitive tests, and treatment outcome. Results indicate that the MMLT is associated with cognitive factors found to predict treatment outcome in prior studies (e.g., verbal memory and fluency), as well as lesser investigated functions such as theory of mind ability. In addition, NMLT scores were correlated negatively with psychotic disorganization and positively with performance during a full-length skills training group. The MMLT appears to be a reliable and valid measure for rapidly assessing responsiveness to skills training procedures.
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Although the results of numerous studies indicate that psychiatric rehabilitation helps individuals with schizophrenia improve their social and community functioning (Silverstein 2000; Wallace et al. 2000), the results also indicate that many individuals fail to realize the maximum benefit from their rehabilitation services. Assuming the services have been properly designed and implemented, an explanation for these suboptimal outcomes may be individuals’ lack of “rehabilitation readiness.” Anthony and colleagues (Anthony et al. 1993; Cohen and Mynks 1993) have defined readiness as individuals’ ability to take an active role in their rehabilitation plans and articulate goals in critical life functions such as work, education, recreation, interpersonal relationships, and parenting. This definition emphasizes individuals’ motivation, demonstrated in their commitment to be actively engaged in setting the goals and directions for their own services in collaboration with their service providers. Alternately, rehabilitation readiness may be defined in terms of individuals’ possessing the minimum cognitive functioning needed to benefit from their rehabilitation services. The results of numerous studies conducted during the past decade have consistently identified several cognitive functions that mediate the outcomes of rehabilitation services (Green 1996; Silverstein et al. 1998b; Green et al. 2000). To date, however, these results have not been used to develop a measure to assess individuals’ “cognitive readiness” for rehabilitation. Such a measure could help service providers distinguish individuals who would likely benefit from rehabilitation services from those who need preparatory interventions such as cognitive training. Furthermore, such a measure could be administered to assess the moderator effects of variables such as amounts and types of medications, symptom patterns, and demographic characteristics on responsiveness to rehabilitation interventions.

This article describes the development of such a measure, the Micro-Module Learning Test (MMLT). The MMLT is specifically designed to assess individuals’ ability to respond to one form of psychiatric rehabilitation intervention, skills training. After providing the rationale for the development of the MMLT, we describe the steps involved in its development, then present data from four studies that demonstrate the MMLT’s concurrent and predictive validity.

Rationale for Development of the MMLT

For Which Intervention Should Readiness Be Assessed? The term psychiatric rehabilitation encompasses an array of diverse interventions intended to improve individuals’ social and community functioning. Despite the interventions’ common focus on improved functioning, their diversity ensures that no single measure will fully assess individuals’ ability to benefit from psychiatric rehabilitation. However, there is one intervention, skills training, that not only fits particularly well the theory...
and philosophy of psychiatric rehabilitation but also can be easily integrated into other psychiatric rehabilitation interventions and form a "core" component that links these diverse interventions. Furthermore, it is widely conducted (Wallace et al. 2000); it can be "maneuveral" so that the fidelity with which it is conducted can be systematically monitored and improved (e.g., University of California, Los Angeles [UCLA], Social and Independent Living Skills Modules, Liberman and Corrigan 1993); its instructional value has been repeatedly demonstrated in several studies (see reviews by Heinsen et al. 2000; Silverstein 2000; Wallace et al. 2000); and generalization of the skills in these trainings has been enhanced by several recently developed techniques (Wallace et al. 2000) that can increase the effectiveness of the training. Hence, skills training was chosen as the intervention for assessing individuals' cognitive rehabilitation readiness.

What Is Known About the Effects of Cognitive Functioning on Skills Training? Schizophrenia is typically characterized by deficits in cognitive functions such as visual information processing (Green 1998; Knight and Silverstein 1998); attention (Nuechterlein 1991); working memory (Park and Holzman 1992; Docherty et al. 1996); short-term memory (Calev et al. 1987); executive functioning (Goldberg et al. 1987); context processing (Cohen and Ser- van-Schreiber 1992; Silverstein et al. 1996; Cohen et al. 1999; Phillips and Silverstein 2003); and social perception and cognition (Corrigan and Penn 2001). While no single profile of deficits characterizes all individuals, almost all are deficient in at least one area of cognitive functioning (Morite and Delahunty 1996; Palmer et al. 1997).

There is substantial evidence that deficits in these cognitive functions are "rate-limiting" factors in skills training and rehabilitation outcomes. Bowen et al. (1994), Corrigan et al. (1996), Kern et al. (1992), Mueser et al. (1991), and Silverstein et al. (1994b, 1998) have all reported that deficits in sustained attention and verbal memory are associated with reduced skills acquisition. These deficits in sustained attention and verbal memory are also associated with poorer vocational outcomes and reduced social problem solving (reviewed in Green 1996). Moreover, the relationships between cognitive deficits and outcomes are relatively independent of symptoms, and cognitive functioning is a better predictor of community functioning and outcomes than positive or negative symptoms (e.g., Mueser et al. 1991; Green 1998). All of these data indicate that impairments in attention and memory are critical components of cognitive readiness for rehabilitation, and that they indicate that the assessment of readiness would be fruitful if conducted within a skills training format.

Despite the consistency of findings relating impaired cognition to poorer skills training outcomes, a significant limitation of past studies has been the similarity of the methods used to assess the independent and dependent variables. For example, the measure of the outcome of training in several studies that found verbal memory to be a significant predictor (e.g., Kern et al. 1992; Bowen et al. 1994; Silverstein et al. 1994b) was a measure of how much information the individuals could recall from that presented in the module, with little or no assessment of enacting new skills. It is possible that the prior studies overestimated the importance of specific cognitive abilities for rehabilitation readiness by not incorporating assessments of the full range of behaviors that define responsiveness to skills training.

Hence, the MMLT was developed as an assessment of individuals' performance in brief "work samples" of social and independent living skills training. These work samples were specifically designed to include the three core components of skills training: verbal instruction, modeling, and role-play. Thus, they measured individuals' cognitive abilities to encode, process, and enact information presented to them. Furthermore, although traditional neuropsychological measures have been associated with performance in skills training as detailed above, the work-sample format of the MMLT, by using material from actual skills training packages (see below), enhanced the ecological validity and applicability of its results compared with those of general cognitive measures. In addition to rehabilitation readiness (i.e., serving as a predictor of outcome), the MMLT was also intended as an analogue measure of skills training performance, with which the effects of other variables (e.g., type and dose of psychoactive medication, cognitive rehabilitation, diagnosis) on outcome could be ascertained.

The remainder of this article describes the administration and development of the MMLT and then presents the results from four studies of its concurrent and predictive validity.

Administration and Scoring of the MMLT
Because the MMLT presents information to be learned and retained, repeatedly assessing individuals by presenting the same information would be completely confounded by the carryover effects from previous administrations. Hence, seven versions of the MMLT were developed to provide the option of repeated assessments. Each version requires from 35 to 50 minutes to administer. The administration and scoring procedures are as follows.

Comprehended Verbal Instruction. Each version begins with the assessor reading two paragraphs from one of the UCLA Social and Independent Living Skills Modules (described below) and asking from three to four questions per paragraph to assess the respondent's comprehension of the material. The paragraphs, questions, and criteria for scoring the answers are printed on a scoring sheet; if the answer is correct, the assessor asks the next question, and if the answer is incorrect, the assessor reads
a simplified version of the material that includes fewer nonessential details. The simplified version is printed on the scoring sheet; once it has been read, the assessor repeats the question. If the answer is correct, the assessor asks the next question, but if the answer is again incorrect, the assessor reads an even simpler version at a slower pace, "highlighting" the correct answer with his or her vocal inflections. This even simpler version is printed on the scoring sheet; once it has been read, the assessor repeats the question again, and, regardless of the answer, moves on to the next question.

Thus, each question presents three "opportunities" for the respondent to master the task of comprehending the verbal instruction. A score of 3 is given if the respondent's first answer is correct, a score of 2 if the respondent's answer is correct after the first reading of the simplified material; a score of 1 if the respondent's answer is correct only after the reading of the even simpler material; and a score of 0 if the respondent's answer is incorrect throughout. The scores for each question are summed to obtain totals for each of the two paragraphs.

Comprehend Visual Demonstration (Modeling). A similar procedure is used to assess the respondent's comprehension of the visual demonstrations of the skills to be acquired. For each version of the MMLT, the assessor plays a videotape that demonstrates one of the skills taught in the same skills training module from which the paragraphs were drawn. The videotape has periodic stops that can be used by the assessor to ask questions to assess the respondent's comprehension. Each version's videotape has six stops, with one question per stop. The questions and the criteria for scoring the answers are printed on the scoring sheet. If the answer is correct, the assessor asks the next question. If the answer is incorrect, the assessor plays a subsequent, shortened version of the videotape segment that focuses on the scenes that portray the correct answer. The question is repeated, and a correct answer results in continuing the tape to the next stop. An incorrect answer results in playing an even shorter version of the tape segment that pauses at the scene on the tape that portrays the correct answer. The assessor verbally highlights the correct answer on the paused tape, and then repeats the question. Regardless of the answer, the assessor continues the tape and moves to the next stop. Scoring the answers is handled as it is for the verbal comprehension questions.

Role-Play. After the videotape has been viewed, the respondent is asked to practice the skills that have just been demonstrated. The criterion behaviors, five to six for each version of the MMLT, are printed on the scoring sheet, and a respondent's complete and correct performance results in the end of the assessment. If the respondent's practice is incomplete or incorrect, the assessor provides verbal feedback that details the missing/incorrect behaviors. The respondent is asked to practice again, and another incomplete or incorrect role-play results in lengthier, more detailed, and focused feedback. If the respondent's practice is again incomplete or incorrect, the tape is replayed, and the respondent is asked to practice for a third time. The assessment ends with this practice. Each practice is scored for the presence/frequency of each criterion behavior, and a total is calculated across all practices. A respondent whose practice is complete and correct on the first or second attempt is given a perfect score for each of the two videotaped segments.

It is important to note that the MMLT assesses not only what people know but also how well they can learn and benefit from feedback. Thus, the MMLT can be viewed as a method for dynamic assessment (Budoff 1987) as opposed to a static method, such as the methods used for most cognitive and intellectual testing (which assess performance without a learning context). Because psychiatric rehabilitation is, by its very nature, learning based, dynamic assessment methods are particularly well suited for the testing of rehabilitation readiness and responsiveness.

Development of the MMLT

Development of the seven versions of the MMLT began with selection of their content. The content had to be interesting enough to hold respondents' attention, or the results would reflect their lack of interest rather than their cognitive functioning. The content also had to be relevant to respondents' general fund of information, or the results might reflect their limited knowledge rather than their cognitive functioning. A potential source of appropriate content was the UCLA Social and Independent Living Skills Modules, which had been administered in several studies (e. g., Wallace et al. 1992, 1999; Kopelowieicz et al. 1998). Consistent from participants in these studies indicated that the information and skills presented in the modules were familiar, interesting, and relevant to their concerns about improving their community functioning. Furthermore, the studies' results indicated that participants significantly and substantially improved their knowledge of the information and performance of the skills presented in the modules and retained their knowledge and performance over extended followup periods. Thus, the modules seemed to be a source of content suitable for inclusion in the versions of the MMLT.

The modules' manuals, videotapes, and workbooks were then reviewed to identify material that fit the limitations imposed by the MMLT's format—relatively short paragraphs, brief but complete segments that could be excerpted from the modules' videotapes, and rapidly enacted and easily scored role-plays. Three versions of the MMLT were constructed from the content of the Basic Conversation Skills Module, two from the Recreation
for Leisure Module, and one each from the Medication Management and Symptom Management Modules.

The seven versions were then administered to 15 treatment-refractory individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. All of the administrations were recorded on videotape, and a randomly selected 20 of the 105 (7 × 15) were viewed and scored by a second rater. Totals were calculated for each administration's verbal comprehension, visual demonstration, and role-play tasks, and correlations were calculated between the two raters' totals for the 20 administrations. The correlations were 0.92 for the verbal task, 0.91 for the visual task, and 0.88 for the role-play.

Coefficient alphas were also calculated for each version's three tasks and overall total. The results ranged from 0.75 to 0.86 for the seven versions' verbal instruction task, 0.77 to 0.89 for the visual comprehension task, 0.68 to 0.87 for the role-play, and 0.79 to 0.92 for the overall total. Thus, the MMLT demonstrated strong internal consistency, despite the limitations of the sample in terms of size and homogeneous level of patient disability. Test-retest correlations over 3- to 6-month intervals were calculated for 8 of the 15 individuals who had earlier participated in three versions of the MMLT (a different three for each participant). The test-retest correlations were 0.58 for the verbal comprehension task, 0.72 for the visual comprehension (modeling) task, 0.68 for the role-play, and 0.75 for the overall total. Scores of six of the eight subjects were higher for the second testing than the first, suggesting that the six may have learned and retained the information given in the first administration, even though the two administrations were 3 to 6 months apart.

Several laboratory-based measures of cognitive functioning were also administered: the UCLA Degraded Stimulus Continuous Performance Test (DSCPT; Neeleman et al. 1992), the Digit Span Distractionality Test (DSST; Oltmanns and Neele 1975), the Span of Apprehension Test (Asarnow et al. 1991), the Sustained Attention Test (SAT; Silverstein et al. 1996a), the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST; Berg 1948, Heaton 1981), the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT; Delis et al. 1987), and the Controlled Oral Word Association Test (COWAT; Spreen and Benton 1977). The total scores from the seven MMLTs were combined into one overall total and then correlated with the cognitive measures. Given the few subjects and the large number of measures, the correlations were evaluated with an alpha of 0.01. This provided some protection for the inflation of alpha balanced with avoiding type II errors. The results indicated that the overall total was significantly and substantially correlated with the total score on the COWAT (0.62), the CVLT total across its five trials (0.59), and the DSST distortion total correct (0.65). This suggests that performance on the MMLT is associated with general verbal fluency, attention, and memory, which seems reasonable given the MMLT's demands on processing verbal information (e.g., the videotaped demonstrations include verbal annotations), responding verbally, and categorizing/storing information for later processing and responding.

Four Studies of the Concurrent and Predictive Validity of the MMLTs

Study 1: This study extended the normative data generated with the small sample of participants in the MMLT development to a larger and more heterogeneous sample of individuals. The study also obtained data about the correlations of the MMLT with several cognitive measures and investigated the predictive validity of the MMLT—that is, the correlation between scores on the MMLT and performance in a skills training program. Details of this study have been published as part of a larger study of predicting psychiatric rehabilitation outcomes (Silverstein et al. 1996b), and only the key results will be summarized here.

A total of 26 individuals, 15 male and 11 female, participated in the study. All were diagnosed with chronic schizophrenia, had been continuously hospitalized for at least 3 years, were on stable medication regimens, and were residing on an intensive behavioral rehabilitation inpatient unit. All completed the Recreation for Leisure-I version of the MMLT, as well as a test of simple reaction time (Silverstein et al. 1996b), the DSCPT, the SAT, the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT; Rey 1964), the COWAT, the Hinting Task (a measure of theory of mind; Corcoran et al. 1996), and the WCST. After completing the measures, individuals participated in the UCLA Basic Conversation Skills Module. The module was conducted for three sessions per week with groups of six participants for approximately 6 months. At the end of the group, participants' skills were assessed using the Comprehensive Module Test for the Basic Conversation Skills Module (Wallace et al. 1992).

Because the correlations between the MMLT's three tasks and the other variables were similar across the three tasks (see Silverstein et al. 1996b), only the correlations of the MMLT total are presented. The relationships between the MMLT and the cognitive measures were similar to those found in the MMLT development: significant correlations between the MMLT and verbal fluency (COWAT; r = 0.66, p = 0.01), verbal memory (Trial 5 of the RAVLT; r = 0.60, p = 0.01; Trial 1 of the RAVLT, r = 0.44, p < 0.10), WCST errors (r = 0.48, p = 0.05), and the Hinting Task (r = 0.77, p = 0.001). The MMLT was not correlated with simple reaction time, sensitivity and response bias indexes from the DSCPT, or accuracy and error rate data from the SAT. These results not only confirm past findings on the role of verbal short-term memory in skills acquisition but also indicate that verbal
fluenccy and inferential reasoning, two processes known to be impaired in schizophrenia but rarely investigated in the context of skills training, are related to responsiveness to skills training procedures. This responsiveness to skills training seems to be associated with higher level cognitive functions, including memory, reasoning, and fluency. This is consistent with models of skills training (Wallace and Koons 1984) that posit the need to address three overall processes: encoding/receiving (short-term memory), processing (reasoning), and sending/communicating (fluency). Additionally, the correlation between the MMLT and the Comprehensive Module Test was significant ($r = 0.42$, $p = 0.05$), suggesting that the MMLT is predictive of the outcomes of skills training over a relatively long interval between prediction and outcome. Furthermore, the predictive value of the MMLT in this study was not an artifact of the use of the same content in the MMLT and the module. Rather, the predictive value of the MMLT was demonstrated within the context of the training methods per se, not a confounded combination of training methods and content.

Study 2. The purposes of this study were to gather additional information about the relationships between the MMLT and various cognitive measures in a sample of individuals with recent onset of a schizophrenia spectrum disorder and to compare this sample’s MMLT results with those of a non-mentally ill sample. This study was conducted in conjunction with an ongoing longitudinal project at UCLA that investigated the influence of etiologic and treatment factors on the course of recent-onset schizophrenia. The longitudinal project was in progress when this study was conducted.

Participants. Participants were enrolled in the longitudinal study during their inpatient treatment on a DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association 1994) diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder with no evidence of an organic disorder and no current dependence on alcohol or illicit drugs. Recruitment was completed within 2 years of the onset of their disorder, and there were no contraindications for maintenance treatment with risperidone. Once enrolled, participants received comprehensive clinical services, including social and independent living skills training, case management, family education, and administration of risperidone.

Normative data for this study were obtained from non-mentally ill individuals who had been recruited from the staff of various local treatment facilities based on no evidence of a DSM-IV diagnosis of a major mental or organic disorder, no evidence of a first degree relative’s having a major mental illness, and no current dependence on alcohol or illicit drugs. The criteria were assessed by administration of screening questions adapted from the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorder (SCID I/P Version 2.0; First et al. 1995).

Methods. Three measures were administered to both the mentally ill and the non-mentally ill participants: the Medication Self-Management and Symptom Self-Management version of the MMLT, and the CVLT. In addition, the mentally ill participants were periodically assessed with several measures, including the DSCPT, the Span of Appreciation Test, and the UCLA expanded brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPKS; Lukoff et al. 1986). These measures were not repeated for this study; rather, the results of the administration closest in time to the administration of the two versions of the MMLT were used for the analyses.

Results. The 39 mentally ill and 25 non-mentally ill participants were similar in marital status (85% single and 72% single, respectively) and ethnicity: (56% Anglo, 19% Latino, 13% African-American, and 12% Asian; 64% Anglo, 16% Latino, 16% African-American, and 4% Asian, respectively). Significantly more of the non-mentally ill participants were male (64% vs. 24%) and employed (100% vs. 34%), and their average age and years of education were somewhat but not significantly lower (28.52 vs. 30.38 years old; 13.54 vs. 14.48 years of education). For the entire sample of 64 participants, education was significantly correlated with the total score across both MMLTs ($r = 0.50$, $df = 64, p < 0.001$), and education was used as a covariate to increase the power of the between-group analyses.

The differences between the mentally ill and non-mentally ill participants on the MMLT were analyzed with one-way analyses of covariance. The results indicated that the two groups were significantly different on each of the three tasks for each version of the MMLT (smaller $F = 4.12$, $df = 1, 62, p = 0.047$) and for each version’s total score (Medication MMLT, $F = 14.705$, $df = 1, 62, p < 0.001$; Symptom MMLT, $F = 4.02$, $df = 1, 62, p = 0.048$).

Additionally, two CVLT measures—total recalled over the five trials and semantic clustering—were separately analyzed to determine the significance of the differences between the groups. Neither age nor education was significantly correlated with either CVLT measure, and so the analyses were conducted with one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA). As expected, the non-mentally ill participants performed better on both measures (smaller $F = 9.49$, $df = 1, 62, p < 0.001$).

Because the mentally ill participants in this study were less chronically ill than those who participated in the MMLT development, the MMLT results were analyzed to determine the coefficient alphas for each task and overall total in each version. The results were quite
similar to those found is the initial development of the MMLT; the alphas were 0.76, 0.75, 0.72, and 0.82 for the Medication version, and 0.69, 0.56, 0.72, and 0.76 for the Symptom version.

Correlations were calculated between each version of the MMLT and each of four factors of the BPRS (thought disorder, anxiety/depression, hostility/suspiciousness, negative symptoms) as well as the total of all 24 items. It was anticipated that the MMLT would not be correlated with symptoms, much as had been reported for the cognitive measures such as the DSCPT. Indeed, all of the correlations between the MMLT and symptoms were not significant (largest r = -0.162). However, participants' symptoms were well controlled (average item score of 1.67 on the 1-7 BPRS scale), and this restricted variance did not allow an adequate test of the relationships between symptom severity and MMLT performance.

Correlations were also calculated between the cognitive measures and the combined total of the two versions of the MMLT. Because there were a large number of summary scores that could have been calculated from the three cognitive measures, conducting all possible correlations would have resulted in an unacceptably high risk of type I error. To maintain alpha at an acceptable level, correlations were conducted for only indexes that were considered to be the key ones for each cognitive test. These summary scales included two from the DSCPT (false alarm rate and A prime), two from the Span of Apprehension Test (number correct for array sizes 1 and 12), and two from the CVLT (number correct across all five trials and the semantic clustering ratio). The two DSCPT indexes (false alarm rate and A prime) were positively skewed (i.e., absolute value of the ratio of skewness to standard error of skewness >2), and so these scores were transformed to the log (base 10) of the original scores. Similar to the results found in the MMLT development, neither of the DSCPT measures was correlated significantly with the MMLT. In contrast, both of the Span of Apprehension Test scores and one of the two CVLT scores, number correct across all five trials, were significantly correlated with the MMLT total (r = 0.537 for Span array size 1, p = 0.01; r = 0.457 for array size 12, p < 0.05; r = 0.427 for CVLT total correct, p = 0.05).

Study 3. The primary purpose of this study was to determine the contrasted groups validity of the MMLT. Three groups of individuals participated: those diagnosed with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder who were long-term residents of a state hospital, those similarly diagnosed who were being discharged from a brief inpatient stay to the community where they had lived successfully for years, and those similarly diagnosed who were stable outpatients and had not received inpatient treatment during at least the previous 6 months. A secondary purpose was to gather additional information about the relationship between the MMLT, the BPRS, and several cognitive measures.

Participants. A total of 34 individuals, 25 males and 9 females, mean age of 38.43 years (standard deviation [SD] of 9.44), participated in the study. All were enrolled in various treatment programs conducted at the Westchester Division of New York Presbyterian Hospital. Eleven were enrolled in the Second Chance Program (Silverstein et al., 2002), an intensive behavioral rehabilitation inpatient program for treatment-refractory state hospital patients; 9 were receiving treatment in a brief-stay inpatient program (average length of stay of 20 days); and 14 were stable outpatients. All met DSM-IV criteria for either schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, based on a several-step review of participants' records. Admitting diagnoses were confirmed or modified by the programs' chief psychiatrists, who were also members of the research group; these diagnoses were reviewed by members of the research group who did not work in the programs of patients whose records they reviewed; and these diagnoses were reviewed by the first author, who was the program director for the hospital division that included all of the programs from which the participants were recruited. Participants were considered eligible for this study only if all three steps produced the same diagnoses. All of the short-stay inpatients and the outpatients had been treated at the hospital for at least the previous 3 years, and most had participated in prior studies in which the SCID I/P Version 2.0 (First et al. 1995) had been administered by this research group. Discrepancies between past and current diagnoses were resolved by a consensus among the members of the research group after each had further reviewed the clinical records. All participants were receiving antipsychotic medication, mostly clozapine or olanzapine, combined with secondary antipsychotic or other (e.g., mood stabilizer, anxiolytic) medications.

Methods. In addition to the Recreation for Leisure Module 1 version of the MMLT, participants were administered the COWAT; the Hayling Sentence Completion Test, Parts 1 and 2 (Burgess and Shallice 1996a, 1996b); the Brixton Spatial Anticipation Test (Burgess and Shallice 1996a, 1996b); the Hinton Task; the BPRS; and the Shipley Institute of Living Scale vocabulary subscale (Zachary 1991). The Hayling Test measures the time required for respondents to generate appropriate words (Part 1) and inappropriate words (Part 2) to words of end sentences. The Brixton Test measures nonlinguistic context processing in the form of visual pattern detection and anticipation of next-in-sequence.

Results. The MMLT total and the scores per task were not significantly correlated with gender, age, number of prior hospitalizations, age at first diagnosis, age at first hospitalization (all p > 0.8), or years of education.
that the MMLT total was negatively correlated with all six factors, significantly so for psychotic disorganization \( (r = -0.61, p < 0.001) \), emotional blunting \( (r = -0.47, p < 0.01) \), paranoia \( (r = -0.42, p < 0.01) \), and hallucinations/delusions \( (r = -0.47, p = 0.005) \). The contrast between the two studies' results likely reflects the differences in their participants' psychopathology. The mean BPRS rating of participants in Study 2 was 1.67, a rating between not present and very mild; this study included more heterogeneous participants ranging from stable outpatients to long-stay inpatients with severe persisting symptoms.

The pattern of BPRS results does suggest that performance on the MMLT was more strongly associated with the psychosis-related symptoms of cognitive dysfunction and thought disorder. In addition, the negative relationship between the MMLT and emotional blunting may indicate that individuals with negative symptoms such as flat affect and withdrawal are less responsive to external stimuli.

Study 4. The purpose of this study was to obtain information about the MMLT performance of another sample of chronically ill individuals and to further investigate the relationships of MMLT scores with symptoms and cognitive functioning.

Participants. Participants were 53 long-stay residents of a state hospital's behavioral rehabilitation unit at the Lincoln Regional Center (see Spaulding et al. 1999). All were diagnosed as having either schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder based on SCID interviews administered by trained research assistants who were involved in a long-standing program of research. Of the 33 participants, 22 were male and 11 were female; their mean age was 41.30 years \( (SD = 10.72) \); their mean education was 12.1 years \( (SD = 1.78) \); and their mean length of stay during the current hospitalization was 35.92 months \( (SD = 49.15) \).

Methods. As in Study 3, the Recreation for Leisure Module-I MMLT, the COWAT, the Hayling Test, the Brixton Spatial Anticipation Test, the Hinting Task, and the BPRS were administered to all participants. The BPRS scores were combined into the six factors scored in Study 3 (Spaulding et al. 1999).

Results. As in Study 3, the MMLT total and the scores per task were not correlated with gender, age, number of prior hospitalizations, age at first diagnosis, age at first hospitalization (all \( p > 0.8 \)), or years of education \( (p > 0.23) \). Similar to Study 3, examination of the distributions of the cognitive test scores revealed significant positive skewness for Hayling Test, Part 1, scores, and significant negative skewness for Hinting Task scores (i.e., absolute values of the ratio of skewness to standard error of skewness >2). Therefore, the raw scores for these tests were
replaced by log-transformed and square root-transformed values, respectively. Similar to the results reported in Study 3, the MMLT total score was significantly correlated with scores on the Hinting Task (r = 0.42, p < 0.005) and the number of errors on the Brixton Test (r = 0.47, p < 0.005). Unlike the results of Study 3, the correlation with the COWAT did not reach significance (r = 0.22, p < 0.10), and the correlations with Parts 1 and 2 of the Hayling Test were small and nonsignificant (r < 0.10).

Also contrary to Study 3, this study found that the correlations of the MMLT total with the six factors of the BPRS were not significant (largest r = 0.19), except for the correlation with the psychotic disorganization factor (r = 0.54, p < 0.001), which was replicated. Given the homogeneity of the participants in this study compared with the heterogeneity of those in Study 3, the BPRS results likely reflect the limited variability among these participants' psychopathology, much as in Study 2.

Discussion

The MMLT was developed to provide samples of the "work" participants would have to perform to acquire social and independent living skills. The primary aim was to give practitioners a reliable and valid method to assess individuals' cognitive readiness to benefit from skills training. Assuming "motivational readiness," practitioners could use the results of the MMLT to allocate resources for skills training to cognitively ready individuals and delay such allocations for those not cognitively ready.

A secondary aim was to develop the MMLT as a measure of the effects of other variables such as medications, cognitive rehabilitation, demographic characteristics, and family support. Determining the effects of these other variables on a full course of skills training would require a good deal of time and money, and performance in brief samples of the training might provide results that could be reasonably extended to the complete training but for lower costs.

Therefore, the seven versions of the MMLT were specifically designed to implement the three major procedures of skills training (verbal instruction, encoding of visually demonstrated behaviors, and role-playing) using content extracted from widely used skills training materials, the UCLA Social and Independent Living Skills Modules. This article reported psychometric data obtained during test development, as well as data from four studies that investigated the MMLT's relationships with various cognitive functions.

The psychometric data indicates that the seven alternate forms of the MMLT have good to excellent alternate form reliability and internal consistencies, and practitioners and researchers can exercise the option to have repeated assessments using the seven alternate versions.

Evidence of the MMLT's construct validity was collected in each of the four studies and in the MMLT development. The correlations between the MMLT and performance on various cognitive tests (table 1) were similar to those reported for the relationships between the outcomes of a full course of skills training and the same cognitive measures, and MMLT total score correlated at the p < 0.05 level with ability to perform taught skills after 6 months of participation in a skills training group.

Verbal memory scores, assessed by the AVLMT in Study 1 and the CVLT in the development data and Study 2, were consistently correlated with MMLT scores. Verbal fluency, assessed by the COWAT, was significantly correlated with MMLT scores in the development data and Studies 1 and 3. Although the correlation with the COWAT did not reach statistical significance in Study 4, it was in the predicted direction (r = 0.22, p < 0.10). The correlation with the Shipley Institute of Living Scale vocabulary subscale-derived IQ estimate was significant in the one study in which it was examined, supporting the COWAT results and suggesting that the MMLT involves a significant verbal learning component.

The correlations between the theory of mind tests and the MMLT in Studies 1, 3, and 4 were significant and may indicate that the ability to infer the mental state of others is involved in learning skills. Although this fits the "encoding" and "processing" phases of the receive-process-send assumptions about the requirements for skilled social responding (Wallace and Booth 1984), more parsimonious explanation is that the Hinting Task relies heavily on verbal memory. A respondent must remember the details of a brief story while trying to infer the meaning in the final statement.

Correlations between the MMLT and the Hayling Test were inconsistent across Studies 3 and 4, while the scores on the Brixton Test were correlated with the MMLT in both studies. This is difficult to reconcile because both tests are viewed as assessing the supervisory attentional system (Burgess and Shallice 1996a, 1996b), a cognitive model of executive functioning that has been found to be impaired in individuals with schizophrenia (Marczewski et al. 2001). While there are certainly subtle differences between the Hayling and Brixton Tests that may explain the inconsistent results of these studies (e.g., the Hayling Test involves generation or inhibition of a dominant verbal response, while the Brixton test involves recognizing patterns in sequences of visual stimuli and anticipating future patterns based on this contextual information), data are needed to determine the extent to which specific executive functions are involved in learning skills. The consistent correlations of the MMLT with the COWAT and the correlation with WCST errors in Study 1 support the hypotheses that some aspect of executive functioning is involved.

The relationships between the MMLT and symptoms were significant primarily for Study 3, with no significant
Table 1. Summary of relationships between the MMLT and cognitive variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive variable (test)</th>
<th>Development study</th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Study 3</th>
<th>Study 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple reaction time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processing (Span of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apprehension)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigilance (DS-CPT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained attention (SAT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractibility (DSDTO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal memory (RAVLT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or CVLT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal fluency (COWAT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal IQ (Shipley ILS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive functioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(WCST)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive functioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hayling)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of mind (Hitling Task)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: - COWAT = Controlled Oral Word Association Test; CVLT = California Verbal Learning Test; DS-CPT = Deteriorated Stimulus Continuous Performance Test; DSTD = Digit Span Distractibility Test; MMLT = Micro-Module Learning Test; RAVLT = Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; SAT = Sustained Attention Test; Shipley ILS = Shipley Institute of Living Scale; WCST = Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.

- ○ = nonsignificant correlation; ● = significant correlation; blank cell = not measured.

findings for Study 2 and only one significant finding for Study 4. Despite these differences, a clear picture emerged. The strongest relationship in Study 3, that disorganization was inversely related to MMLT performance, was replicated in Study 4, and this was the only MMLT-symptom relationship that was found in more than one study. While disorganization was not correlated with MMLT scores in Study 2, this is likely for one or both of two reasons. First, BPRS factor scores were based on a weighted system based on a recent factor-analytic study of the BPRS with chronic schizophrenia patients in Studies 3 and 4 but not in Study 2. Second, and more likely (because the unweighted scoring system has demonstrated validity in other studies), patients in Study 2 were relatively unimpaired, while the patients in Studies 3 and 4 were highly symptomatic and in many cases considered treatment-refractory (with the majority of patients across those two studies either residing at a state hospital or having been recently transferred from a state hospital to a specialized private hospital unit for treating such patients). Therefore, there was a much greater range of symptoms among patients in Studies 3 and 4 compared with Study 2, which would enable a relationship between symptoms and test scores to be more easily detected.

Of interest, while past research has generally found cognitive deficits to be better predictors of rehabilitation outcomes than symptoms, most prior studies used a two-factor symptom model (i.e., positive and negative symptoms). Recent studies suggest, however, that disorganized symptoms are strong predictors of community functioning (Hoffman and Kipper 1997; Norman et al. 1999; Smith et al. 2002). The fact that this symptom factor was the most closely related to MMLT scores supports the idea that disorganization is a factor in response to skills acquisition, as measured by the MMLT. This hypothesis is also supported by data showing that disorganized symptoms are consistently related to disorganized cognitive activity as measured by laboratory perceptual and linguistic tasks, and that perceptual and cognitive fragmentation on such tasks is related to poorer response to psychiatric rehabilitation (Silverstein et al. 1998b; Phillips and Silverstein 2003). All of these data suggest that when symptom-outcome relationships are assessed, it is important to study patients that demonstrate a sufficiently broad range of symptoms, to assess the full range of symptoms (as opposed to simply examining positive vs. negative symptoms), and to interpret different results across studies in terms of the extent to which different symptoms were present. One important issue for future studies is the nature of the disorganization-outcome relationship across narrow and global outcomes. For example, is the manner in which cognitive disorganization interferes with the ability to process and respond to information presented in a skills training format the same as that which is involved in more global outcomes.
such as social and vocational functioning? Clarifying how
cognitive disorganization interferences with functioning
across outcome domains is important, because this can
be the first step toward developing methods for disorga-
nization reduction that can be included in psychiatric and
cognitive rehabilitation interventions.

The results of Studies 2 and 3 provide evidence of the
MMLT's contrasted groups validity. Study 2 indicated
that individuals with no evidence of mental illness per-
formed significantly and substantially better than indi-
viduals with schizophrenia who had a relatively recent
onset of their symptoms that were well controlled at
the time of the assessment. This finding suggests that
the MMLT results are not just a function of the waxing
and waning of individuals' symptoms. The results of
Study 3 also indicate that individuals with schizophrenia
who have demonstrated the ability to live successfully in
the community perform better than those who have not
been able to maintain community living. This suggests
that the MMLT, while intended as a measure of respon-
siveness to skills training, is also tapping into processes
related to reduced adaptability in general.

In conclusion, the preliminary data reported here on
the MMLT suggest that it is a reliable and valid measure
of responsiveness to the core components involved in
skills training. It is also a face-valid measure that can pro-
vide clinicians with a qualitative, as well as a quantitative,
focus, sense of how patients are likely to respond to such pro-
cedures. Widespread use of the MMLT may thus allow for
more rapid, data-driven decision making regarding which
patients are ready to benefit from skills training inter-
ventions, thereby also assisting with the cost-effect-
iveness of rehabilitative treatment.
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